**SO-CAL License Plate Frame:** The popular SO-CAL license plate frames are available in two different designs: hot rods (red background), customs (black background).

(A) #001-90600 Hot rods frame: $12.00 ea.
(B) #001-93049 Customs frame: $12.00 ea.

**1940-55 License Plate Frame:** For those who need a large format license plate frame this is it. Chrome plated, die-cast license frame, 6"h x 14"w.

#001-50110 Plain 1940-55 frame: $15.00 ea.

**Hollywood License Plate Frames:** Made from original tooling, these cast aluminum license plate frames add an authentic touch to any vehicle. Available polished or "as cast". NOTE: These frames are sand castings, they're meant to be a little rough around the edges.

(A) #001-90700 Hollywood license frame, unpolished: $19.95 ea.
(B) #001-90701 Hollywood license frame, polished: $29.95 ea.

**SO-CAL Plaque:** Sand cast aluminum, this SO-CAL club-style plaque measures 9"w x 5"h and commemorates the founding of the SO-CAL Speed Shop in 1946.

#001-90703 SO-CAL plaque $29.99 ea.

**License Frame Surround:** Developed for Kirk F. White's SO-CAL Roadster, this cast aluminum license plate surround adds an authentic touch to any rod, custom or even pickup. Sand cast and polished to a high luster they are contoured to fit a '32 roadster; however, they are easily shaped to fit many applications. Comes complete with hardware. Fits 6"h and 12"w license plates.

#001-90704 SO-CAL license frame surround: $49.95 ea.

**License Plate Frame:** For those who want the clean look, SO-CAL offers plain license plate frames. Chrome plated, die-cast frame for modern license plates - 6"h x 12"w.

#001-93050 Chrome plated frame: $12.00 ea.